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AKKRUVA SMALL SHIELD PLAINS: DEFINITION OF A SIGNIFICANT 
REGIONAL PLAINS UNIT ON VENUS 
AUBELE, JAYNE C., Dept. of Geol. Sci., Brown University, Providence, RI 02912, Aubele@pggipl.geo.braun.edu 

INTRODUCTION Continued analysis of the Magellan radar image data for Venus has begun to address 
fundamental questions regarding the geologic evolution of the surface of the planet (with implications for processes 
operating within the interior of the planet). The tools of this analysis are geologic mapping and the definition of 
local and regional stratigraphic relationships between defined geologic units. Of particular interest are units related 
to the formation and/or resurfacing of the plains terrain, which covers 80% of the surface of Venus. Two 
quadrangles in the Niobe Planitia region, V12 (Vellamo Planitia), centered at 37ON and 135", and V11 (Shimti 
Tessera), centered at 37ON and 105O, have been mapped as part of the VDAP and Venus Geological Mapping effort. 
Preliminary mapping results have been reported previously [I]; this abstract expands the description and discussion 
of a new plains unit defined on the basis of mapping in this region. 
SMALL SHIELD VOLCANOES: FIELDS AND PLAINS The presence of abundant small shield-type 
volcanoes on Venus has been known since analysis of the Venera 15/16 data [2]. Analysis of the Magellan data 
increased our understanding of the number and range of volcanic landforms on Venus [3]; and it was recognized that 
the small volcanoes frequently occurred in clusters of about 100 krn in diameter [4]. These clusters of volcanoes 
frequently include associated material covering an area beyond the actual edifices, and may be similar to volcanic 
fields in the terrestrial volcanological sense of the term; that is, the edifices are related to some common magma 
source and produce associated intrusive and extrusive volcanic material. In some cases the stratigraphic 
relationships of these "shield fields" to the surrounding terrain units are uncertain; but some of these small well- 
defined clusters of volcanoes clearly post-date surrounding units and can be considered to be examples of late-stage 
"centers" of volcanism comparable to the large single-edifice volcanoes [5]. During analysis of the Venera 15/16 
data [6], some regions on Venus were recognized as consisting of extensive areas of small hills interpreted to be 
volcanoes, and were given the feature name "colles" (defined as an area of small hills or knobs) by the Venus 
nomenclature subcommittee of the I.A.U. During analysis of the Magellan volcanological features [71, these 
regions were confirmed as areas of abundant small, predominantly shield-type, volcanoes occurring over extensive 
areas rather than in the well-defined, relatively small, local clusters called shield fields. One of these regions is 
Akkruva Colles in the Niobe Planitia region, first discussed by Schaber [8] as a region of abundant small 
volcanoes. The geologic unit described below, a plains unit which contains almost all of the small volcanoes in 
the Ananke Tessera area, and defined on the basis of the mapping of the area southeast of Akkruva Colles, has been 
named for the Akkruva region. 
AKKRUVA SMALL SHIELD PLAINS (apsh) is a regional geologic unit originally defined as a local 
geologic unit (psh) within the Vellamo Planitia (V11) quadrangle. The type example is located at 43ON,131,5OE 
(Fig. 1). The unit consists of a moderate to high density of small symmetric conical or domical hills, average 
density is 4500/106km2, in association with a mottled plains material that appears to be rough (radar bright) in 
relation to surrounding plains units. The hills range in diameter from 2 to 12km, appear to have low angle slopes, 
and commonly have summit pits. Small-scale orthogonal or parallel lineations are visible within the unit. The 
unit consistently overlies and embays tessera and is consistently overlain and embayed by wrinkle-ridge plains that 
extend over a large area to the west and east to Baltis Vallis. Radar physical properties data are not uniform across 
the extensive unit and are currently being analyzed. The apsh unit is interpreted to consist of extrusive volcanic 
plains erupted by, or in association with, abundant shield-type volcanic edifices. The unit covers approximately 
2 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~  km2 in the V11 & V12 quadrangles, and preliminary mapping beyond the quadrangles suggests that the 
unit may extend from 67ON to 7ON. This unit can be correlated with the proposed global stratigraphy of 
Basilevsky and Head [9], overlying their densely fractured plains (pdf) which overlie tessera, and overlain by 
wrinkle-ridge plains (pwr); therefore, it would occur within their proposed "Guineverian Period" [lo]. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE UNIT This unit is regionally extensive with well-defined characteristics and 
contact relationships with surrounding units; and it is the oldest plains unit in the type locality, directly overlying 
tessera. Its distinctive characteristics make it possible to easily distinguish this plains unit from other units and, in 
conjunction with its consistent contact relationships, this means that the unit is a useful local to regional-scale 
stratigraphic marker. Since the first description of this unit in Vellamo Planitia, other similar small shield plains 
units have been recognized in other regions. Examples are in Sedna Planitia and Atalanta Planitia, where small 
shield plains occur in identical stratigraphic relationships with tessera and wrinkle-ridge plains as does the type 
example in Vellamo Planitia. The question is whether these and other similar small shield plains represent pieces 
of a global unit emplaced early in the history of Venus plains formation. The difficulty is in relating local units or 
stratigraphic relationships to similar units and relationships in other locales on the planet. Further work on the 
small shield plains will test two hypotheses, both of which have implications for the evolution of the Venus 
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lithosphere and the style of volcanic plains emplacement with time. One hypothesis is that the small shield plains 
represent regional volcanism occurring in different locations during the time interval between the formation of 
tessera and the formation of the extensive wrinkle-ridge plains. The other hypothesis is that all of the small shield 
plains are outcrops or "islands" of pre-existing early plains that once formed a globally contiguous unit and have 
been overlain by later plains. In both cases, the formation of small well-defined shield fields could have continued 
to occur locally, apparently produced by anomalous melt source regions of limited extent. 
[l]Aubele, LPSC XV (abst), 45, 1994; Aubele, LPSC XVI (abst),59, 1995; Aubele, GSA (abst), 26,7, 1994; Aubele, GSA 
(abst), 27,6, 1995; Aubele, Venus I .  (abst), 50, 1995; [2]Aubele & Slyuta, EMP 50151, 493, 1990; Garvin & Williams, 
GRL 17, 9, 1381, 1990; [3]Guest et al, JGR 97, 15949, 1992; Head et al, JGR 97, 13153, 1992; Baker et al, JGR 97, 
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Figure 1. Magellan radar image (left) and geologic map (right) of type locality of the Akkruva small shield plains 
(labeled Psh on map). Image is part of C1-MIDR 45N138. Map is part of larger map and stratigraphic correlation 
shown in Aubele, LPSC XVI (abst),59, 1995. 
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